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Abstract 

 This curriculum project constructed a unit of study on remixing of recorded music 

samples.  A review of literature revealed that 63% of high school students do not enroll in music 

performance ensembles.  The purpose of this project was to determine how to effectively teach 

one of these new musical literacies, namely digital remixing, to this unserved student population. 

The unit was taught over a two week period or five classes of 80 minutes to 20 high school 

students.  A pre-assessment before the unit was taught showing that 80% had previously enrolled 

in a musical ensemble or had played an instrument.  In teaching the unit, the students learned that 

remixing or re-arranging music is an age old practice before recorded sound.  They also learned 

how to use Digital Audio Workstation (DAW) software to create two one-minute songs.  Finally, 

in a post-assessment of the unit, the students wrote about their creative process and what they 

will do with their new musical literacy.  Of the 20 students, 85% said they would mostly likely 

use this new musical literacy in a future career.  Further study is needed on other new musical 

literacies, like digital recording, musical production, and digital file manipulation and how to 

teach them effectively to this generation of students.  

Keywords: digital music, music education, music literacy, audio editing, digital audio 

workstations, remixing, recorded samples. 
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Music Generated by Technology: A New Form of Musical Literacy? 

Ever since music education became a valid subject of study in the American public 

school system in the 1800s, music performance classes like band, strings, and vocal ensembles 

have been the primary methodology to teach music skills to students and achieve musical 

excellence as music ensembles (Abeles, 1995).  From the influences of choral societies to the 

traveling John Phillip Sousa bands, public and private school administrators hired trained music 

teachers to establish choral and instrumental programs in their schools for over a century 

(Abeles, 1995).  These music programs attracted a considerable number of students and these 

music ensembles became successful in training music students through rigorous rehearsals and 

numerous performances.  Some music students fell in love with their musical experience and 

abilities and went on to become successful music teachers and performers. Other music students 

did not find the music ensemble experience that enticing and stopped participating in these types 

of ensembles.  They turned their attention to other academic pursuits and became only 

consumers of music. 

Need for the Project 

Although most public and private schools have active music programs that feature band 

and choir ensembles, performance ensembles are engaging about 37% of a typical school 

population (Elpus, 2014).  In addition, these ensembles only use traditional musical instruments 

as they have for more than 100 years.  So what about the other 63% of the students that do not 

participate in a music performance ensemble?  Most music education programs failed to address 

this majority of students who could greatly benefit from some exposure and training in creating 

and making music.  Another reason why students choose not to join traditional music 

performance ensembles is that the music they identify with is produced and consumed in 

completely different methods. The music they hear on the TV, radio and personal digital devices, 
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has sounds and timbres that cannot be produced in a traditional music ensemble.  Furthermore, 

the style of music that they consume is vastly different from the styles of music performed by 

their school ensembles.  Weighing the options of struggling to learn to play an instrument or sing 

in a Bel Canto style versus listening to digitally recorded music and remixing it for their own 

enjoyment, many students will choose the second option.  Today’s young people have grown up 

in an age of computers and smartphones.  They have access to recorded music across the world 

that has sounds and textures that traditional instruments in their school ensembles cannot 

reproduce.  This leads to the question: How can music educators provide musical experiences to 

this generation of students who are not attracted to the traditional music ensembles? 

Purpose of the Project 

The purpose of this project is to create a unit of instruction that targets the 63% of 

secondary students who do not join traditional music ensembles, but want to learn to create and 

manipulate music with the computer and other electronic instruments.  By providing the 

computer hardware, the software that combines sound loops and allows editing of digital audio 

files, and the necessary cable connections, this unit should teach the students to use recorded 

samples to create unique and creative musical pieces.  This type of musical class should inspire 

creativity, cultivate practical electronic instrument knowledge, and illuminate legitimate career 

opportunities for the diligent student. 

 The reason I chose this topic is that I want to provide musical opportunities for those 

students who either have chosen not to or have not had the opportunity to learn to play an 

instrument or sing proficiently.  Creativity can be found in almost every student.  As advanced 

societies like America and Europe become entrenched in the capabilities of computer-generated 
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music, music educators should reexamine their teaching strategies to attract and teach students 

how to harness the creation, modification and distribution of digital music. 

  But how do music educators determine what the new musical literacy encompasses, and 

what musical literacies are important and useful to the current generation of students and society 

at large?  To determine some answers to these questions, a foundation of what literacy is, and 

specifically what musical literacy is, needs to be built.  This fundamental understanding of 

musical literacy through a review of literature will give guidance and parameters of what is 

desired by a current society of its musical creators and performers.  Once the definitions and 

ideas of musical literacy are explored, this project will then look at one aspect of the new musical 

literacies of remixing recorded samples of music and possible methods of how to teach this new 

musical literacy to secondary students. 

What is Music Literacy? 

In many societies, literacy of its people is highly desired, keenly watched and vigorously 

debated.  For the people of a society to appoint its leaders, operate its economy and live within 

the rules of that society, people need to understand the multiple forms of media that represent the 

customs and laws and translate this media into knowledge and action (Finnegan, 2009).  In 

addition, literacy is viewed uniquely by each set of people or culture depending on what the 

leaders of the culture deem important.  One of the most common models of literacy is the ability 

to read and write alphabetic letters or symbols.  This ability to read and write language has 

become the foundation of Western society’s education, government and industry.  Literate 

people are considered intelligent, desirable, and form the upper class in these societies 

(Finnegan, 2009). 
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But literacy embodies not only the simple skills of reading, decoding symbols, and 

writing, copying the symbols on paper.  True literacy is the comprehension and understanding of 

the symbols that results in knowledge and wisdom.  This type of literacy should be the aim of 

our educational endeavors.  Furthermore, forms of literacy continue to evolve and expand with 

the digital Internet revolution that started in the 20st century.  The combination of text and 

images in social media and websites present another frontier of literacy that is just beginning to 

emerge (Finnegan, 2009). 

 As with the common model of literacy, musical literacy is attributed to a person who can 

read or write musical notation for musical performance or evaluation (Dahl, 2008).  From the 

first development of Western European music in its churches, musical notation documented the 

music that was performed in church.  And as with common literacy, the ability to read and 

interpret music created classes of people, those who could and held power and those who did not 

and yielded power.  Until the invention of the printing press in the 1400s and the development of 

musical notation in the 1500s, only the educated clergy and wealthy were the musical literate, the 

privileged class.  It was the Renaissance period of Western Europe that heralded the 

dissemination of the written language and music to more common people and rise of literacy in 

this class of people (Dahl, 2008). 

Musical literacy was held in high regard for many centuries in many Western cultures.  

However, the advent of recorded music in the late 1800s caused a decline in musical literacy 

(Dahl, 2008).  With ability to hear music anywhere, anytime, people became consumers of 

music.  They began to exalt the performer of music instead of the creator or producer of music.  

Recorded music also allowed popular music of informally trained musicians to disseminate their 

music to many people.  This style of music challenged the standard definition of music literacy 
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by promoting music learned by listening and imitating rather than reading music notation.  Some 

recommend that this orality in music should be taught in conjunction with music notation in 

school systems (Nolet, 2007).  Others lament the decline of musical literacy of reading music 

which leaves many college bound students unprepared for higher music education (Asmus, 

2004). 

 As with general literacy being more than reading and writing, music literacy is more than 

reading or writing musical notes on a page.  Complete musical literacy is the understanding of 

what the musical symbols are telling a musician to do, and producing music that is meaningful 

and beautiful.  Music making should involve the entire person, their mind and body.  This 

musical literacy involves audiation, movement, and music that is meaningful to the person 

(Miller, 2009). 

Uses of Music in Literacy 

 It has long been believed that music has positive effects on the brain and learning. The 

now famous 1993 “Mozart Effect” study caused many to think that just listening to music would 

increase intelligence (Telesco, 2010).  While this study has failed to be reproduced, numerous 

studies continue to verify this connection between music and positive brain function.  Many 

educators and administrators are looking for any method to enhance general reading literacy in 

American education.  In 2010, the reading literacy rates of 4th grade students nationally, 

according to the National Center for Education Statistics, were only 41% at proficient or 

advanced levels with 59% at basic or below basic levels.  For 8th grade students nationally, only 

32% were at proficient or advanced levels with 68% at basic or below basic levels.  If music has 

a positive effect on brain function and learning, how can it be used to increase these reading 

literacy rates? 
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 Various studies have tried to make the case that music can enhance learning in any 

subject matter.  Telesco (2010) cites a study by Peter Perret that used carefully selected music by 

live musicians played in an elementary classroom.  From the music, the students were asked 

about sounds they were hearing, the rhythms being played and the pitches they would sing.  

These musical concepts were then applied to their normal reading and math lessons. This study 

resulted in a 50% increase in reading and math skills. 

Another study observed young children who struggled with basic pronunciation and 

meaning of words.  Winters and Griffin (2014) used songs that the children liked and were 

taught to sing.  The children were able to develop lexical acquisition, the total number of words 

they know, and semantic knowledge, the meaning and proper use of words.  Winters and Griffin 

pointed out language and music as both communicative forms have common structure and 

elements like phrases, timbre, pitch, rhythm, and dynamics.  Songs, like books, can broaden a 

child’s vocabulary and provide opportunities to make sense of the world.  In two different age 

groups of children, the researchers were able to show marked improvement of vocabulary and 

speech using music as part of speech therapy.  

More studies have looked at how participation in music groups like choral music 

education had impacted student’s academic achievement.  Like other studies of its kind, 

Hernsberger (2013), statistically compared the grades of students of five urban high schools who 

took choral music courses to students who did not.  The findings did show better grades for the 

students in choral programs but the researchers did not claim that this one factor was the cause of 

the better grades in these students. 

 More research is linking the skills of reading music to the skills of reading words 

(Darrow, 2008).  Necessary reading skills of phonological awareness, phonemic awareness, 
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cueing systems awareness and fluency show significant correlations to complementary music 

skills of pitch discrimination and reading music.  The major finding is that music designed to 

teach reading activities is generally effective in improving reading skills (Darrow, 2008).  

 Musical literacy, as with general literacy, is produced by constant practice and should 

generate comprehension and action.  It is the understanding of what the symbols are telling a 

person to do and producing material and experiences that are meaningful and beautiful. 

Practical Applications of Music Literacy 

 Focusing on musical literacy specifically, music educators should work diligently so their 

students can become fully literate in music.  According to Waller (2010), many music educators 

focus on reading music and preparing for concerts and festivals.  They do not spend enough time 

on teaching the skill of writing music, composing music or performing music without notation.  

Making the analogy to language, music students know how to read the words on the page, but do 

not know how to write a story or make a speech about a topic they know.  More time needs to be 

spent on teaching composition and improvisation.  Complete music literacy is just a much a right 

to an individual as the basic literacy of reading and writing.  Without musical literacy, student 

musicians are limited only to what they can read and those who write the music (Waller, 2010). 

Similar to Waller’s opinions, Linklater (2005) states that if time is given during music rehearsals 

to teach as opposed to rehearse, music students would be better prepared to use their music skills 

throughout their lives.  If music educators would take more time to teach good tone quality, 

better technique, more sight-reading and a diverse repertoire, students could learn to create music 

that is more expressive and enjoyable. 

 Similar to Waller and Linklater, Davidson (2014) also believes that musical literacy is 

more than reading music on the printed page.  With more access to world music or non-Western 
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music, he conversely states that students need to realize that there are multiple methods to 

represent music.  Some music traditions, like South India, do not use notation but oral imitation.  

The intricate ways they sing their melodies are not easily written in Western music notation.  

Furthermore, Davidson points out that there are numerous Western musicians that make their 

music without the use of notation, but prefer to use their ears and instruments to create their 

timbre. In his opinion, students need to be freed from music notation at times to explore other 

ways to make music.  They need to be open to all the diverse forms of music that exist today.  

They need to develop a musical literacy that encompasses all techniques and methods of making 

music. 

New Directions in Music Literacy 

 With the advent of digital technology in the last 30 years, the basic literacies of the 

younger generation have changed dramatically.  No longer is a person bound to written words on 

a physical page, but catapulted into a seamless world of text and image (Knobel & Landshear, 

2014).  Everyone must develop new literacies to understand and use this new form of 

communication.  The current generation relates to the world with new literacies that are 

participatory and collaborative.  Stedman (2012) states that some of the new literacies are: not 

everyone has to know or be good at the same thing; produce work for a targeted, informed 

audience; doing, contributing, making and sharing are significant activities, remixing cultural 

items to produce new works, participating in new literacies like video games, and working with 

multiple media types and across various online media spaces.  The implications for education are 

that teachers should experience and understand the new literacies to use them effectively in their 

classroom.  Secondly, the new literacies are not one single thing. They vary for the practice, the 

people involved and the specialized language used.  Thirdly, new ways of assessment need to 
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developed so cycles of feedback on performance are just-in-time and just-in-place.  Students 

should be prepared for the new world they will face (Stedman, 2012).  

 The Internet and the connectivity it provides is another literacy that students and teachers 

should develop.  There are three categories that lead to understanding the changing nature of 

literacy (Leander & Lewis, 2008).  Multimodality, the first category, moves literacy from a 

single mode of communication like reading a book to a multimode of visual and audio 

communication.  Sociality, the second category, changes literacy from an individual activity to a 

social activity.  People can work together to develop information and applications that can span 

across the world.  Local and global intersections and tensions, the third category, change literacy 

into a social space where all people can learn from each other.  Young students can easily 

interact with others to learn about each other and accomplish joint educational projects. 

 Faced with all this change in literacy, how do music educators participate in and prepare 

our students for this digital age?  One concept to work with is fluency in information technology 

presented by Gouzouasis (2005).  He states that all educators and students should to be fluent, 

that is compose, produce, and perform in all arts media.  All should to become FAT (Fluency 

within Arts Technology).  This FAT ability involves artistic abilities, skills and expression, 

aesthetic understanding and intellectual capabilities.  Developing this fluency is a lifelong 

endeavor.  For musical literacy, Gouzouasis recommends that musicians should become fluent in 

the digital representation of music.  They should produce, understand and modify digital 

representations of their music.  Instead of exclusively using their voices and instruments, they 

should learn to produce music in a GarageBand type of music software.  Music educators should 

be open to the idea that they do not teach the majority of music to their students in a formal 

music classroom.  Their students are learning from services like YouTube and other musical 
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software to learn and create music.  If they do not become FAT in music education, music 

educators may lose touch with the music their students are interested in learning (Gouzouasis, 

2005). 

The Overlooked Musical Student 

 The following story is an ever increasing example of how traditional music programs are 

not reaching the musically talented student who uses technological methods to create and 

perform their music.  A young man living and going to school in New Orleans wanted to make it 

big in the music world.  He gathered electronic equipment that would let him sample recorded 

music with which he constantly captured and remixed beats from other musicians and his own 

creations.  He then recorded rhymes over the beats to create his own Hip Hop or rap music.  To 

get his music known, he put his music out on the Internet for anyone to download and listen to 

his music.  He became so proficient at creating new beats and raps that many of his fans liked his 

takes on other artist’s music more than the original artist’s music.  In 2007, he went to a 

traditional studio and recorded The Carter III album, a premium collection of his remixed music.  

This album sold over 2.88 million copies making it the top selling album of 2008.  The 

overlooked music student was Dwayne Carter, Jr., better known as Lil’ Wayne or Weezy 

(Thibeault, 2010). 

This story illustrates how the traditional performance ensembles and music programs 

often do not relate to a musician like Lil’ Wayne.  His methods of music creation, performance 

and distribution were foreign to the music educators in his school. Thibeault (2010) further states 

that Lil’ Wayne’s music is an example of “postperformance” music, a form of music that does 

not rely on the in-person performance of music.  Rather “postperformance” music consists of 
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recorded music that is edited and remixed to the state where one would question whether the 

music is or can be performed. 

Almost all of the current generation receives their music in recorded form.  They rarely 

go to hear music in person in a performance setting.  Shouldn’t music educators take note of this 

reality and rethink their curriculum to address this new delivery of music to their students?  

There are resources of books and movies available that will help music educators to understand 

the music creation happening in the Hip Hop culture and use the music composition methods to 

uncover the musical talent in students not in traditional music ensembles (Thibeault, 2010). 

Adopting New Concepts of Instruments and Technology 

Some of the diverse views between music educators and current students is the way they 

think about technology in their classrooms.  Brown (1999) states most educators think of the 

computer or other electronic equipment as a tool rather than an instrument.  The computer is a 

device that they use and control.  However, the computer should be thought of as any musical 

instrument.  All instruments are physical musical devices and should be considered technologies.  

Simple instruments like tuning forks and metronomes to complex instruments like pipe organs 

all are engineered devices or technologies.  Both musical instruments and computers can allow 

humans construct theories about sonic frequency relations, produce simple or complex music and 

capture or store it for later consumption.  Both musical instruments and computers are mediums 

through witch music can be expressed (Brown, 1999). 

If music educators can engage themselves and their students to use computers as a partner 

to a musical end, then computers can be conceived as musical instruments.  This engagement 

with computers and music is with composition as well as performance.  The computer can be a 

partner in creating and experimenting with musical ideas that a musician could not play by 
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themselves.  It can also be used to perform music that is created both acoustically and 

electronically.  This combination creates new timbres that have not been possible before.  

Educators and students can use the combined technologies of musical instruments and computers 

to create music that suits their unique interests and musical styles (Brown, 1999). 

How do music educators make this musical combination of technologies engaging for 

themselves and their students? Here are some guidelines to follow: 

• Partnership – The musician and the computer play a duet where each provides 

capabilities which combine in a musical result.  

• Familiarity – Just like an instrument, daily practice is crucial.  It takes time to learn what 

the computer can do musically and time to hear how other musicians use it. 

• Challenge – When there is a balance of skills and challenges, there is deep engagement. 

As skills build, new challenges will arise to keep the musician fully engaged. 

• Meaning – When musical activities are valued by the musician and others around them, 

the activities become meaningful to them (Brown, 1999). 

Brown (1999) goes on to state that once computers are viewed as musical instruments 

and not tools, both music educators and students alike can make music as a human 

technological act; the computer being just one of the technologies they can use. 

The Music Classroom of the Future 

 A possible step forward in teaching new musical literacies is revamping the music 

classroom into a place where digital music can be gathered, remixed, produced and distributed 

using current computer hardware and software as suggested by Frankel and Webster (2000). 

The music classroom has come a long way in the past 50 years.  In the late 1960s, music 

teachers dealt with vinyl records and magnetic tapes.  It was difficult and time consuming to find 
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and play the music examples teachers wanted to share with their students.  In the 1970s, the CD 

became widely available.  They were smaller, contained larger quantities of music, but still were 

not the ideal medium to share musical examples.  In the mid-1980s, videotapes also became 

available and were widely used in the music classroom.  They were the first media to combine 

pictures and sound and allowed students to see performance they could not before.  Teachers and 

students could also record their performances and critique their efforts so they could improve 

their performances (Frankel & Webster, 2000). 

With the advent of the personal computer in the early 1980s, many software programs 

were created with music teachers in mind.  Drill and practice programs for building musical 

skills and more academic programs for listening, appreciation, and history of music were 

robustly generated and marketed to music teachers. The creation of the MIDI (Musical 

Instrument Digital Interface) in the 1980s was also an important method to connect instruments 

and computers together.  This MIDI connectivity allowed an easier and faster method to create, 

capture and replay musical compositions than traditional handwriting of musical notation. 

The most significant shift in digital technology was the rise of the Internet that connected 

any and all computers in the 1990s.  The Internet allowed teachers and students access to a vast 

amount of data and information for research and enrichment never seen before.  The Internet also 

allowed communication and collaboration between teachers and students across the globe in a 

matter of seconds.  This global interaction, coupled with the compressed file format of MP3, 

drove the spread of all forms and styles of music between every culture and groups of people.  

Indeed, there is a wide variety of tools and methods of collaboration that should be used to 

transform the music classroom into a place for musical creation, exploration and development 

(Frankel & Webster, 2000). 
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The new classroom should have individual computers connected together with MIDI 

keyboard instruments and printers.  All computers should be connected to the Internet and have 

software packages that assist students to listen to, create, explore and produce digital music 

(2000).  The music room should have large interactive boards that show the work of teachers and 

students in an easy-to-see format.  Quality audio equipment should be implemented so the work 

of teachers and students could be heard in clear, digital quality. The workstations should be 

arranged in groups, not in traditional lines, to promote sharing and collaboration.  The music 

room of the future will look entirely different if music educators move beyond the traditional 

methods of music education.  Finally, according to Frankel & Webster, all these wonderful 

advances will be worthless if the music educator is not comfortable in this digital environment. 

Use of Digital Technology in Secondary Music Education 

So what are some practical applications of this digital technology of the future in the 

secondary music classroom? In New Zealand, Wise & Davis (2011) conducted a study of nine 

teachers in four schools to determine their perceptions of the use of digital technology in music 

education and explored their approaches in the utilization of such technology in their classrooms.  

All of the schools in the study were chosen because of their dynamic music programs that 

incorporated a high level of digital technology.  The schools also represented different sets of 

students with two schools being single gender settings with high socio-economic backgrounds. 

The second set of two schools were mixed gender settings with one school of a mixed range of 

socio-economic background and the other school with the majority of students coming from a 

low socio-economic background.  The teachers in the study were three females and six males, 

having a minimum of ten years of teaching music. 
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All the teachers in the study by Wise and Davis (2011) used computer technology in their 

professional and personal lives.  All but one teacher had computers at school and at home.  They 

used these computers for various tasks such as email, grades, preparing educational materials and 

arranging music.  All the teachers used digital technology in composition activities. Furthermore, 

all the teachers’ classrooms were well equipped with computers, keyboards and large screen 

displays for showing educational material and musical activities.  For traditional music notation 

teaching, all teachers used Sibelius while some of the other schools used sequencing music 

software like Apple’s GarageBand. 

The musical activities that involved Sibelius started with simple copy tasks of notation.  

The activities then progressed to the students choosing pitches with designated rhythms.  Next, 

the students were asked to create a melody over a given chord progression. Finally, they were 

given guided tasks to create their own music in styles they liked.  The teachers observed that the 

more the students wrote music in Sibelius, the better their music reading became (Wise & Davis, 

2011). 

In the school with students of a lower socio-economic level, the teachers found that 

GarageBand was a more acceptable way to encourage student to explore music without the 

condition of written notation.  Once the students had created several songs, the teachers observed 

that the students created their own music without school assignments. Some of the teachers in the 

study considered the GarageBand approach to creating music as an invalid method of music 

education that leaves the students with little knowledge of Western music notation.  Other 

teachers pointed out that music in the commercial music world uses the GarageBand method of 

mixing loops almost exclusively.  These teachers were content so long as the students were 
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creatively producing music within the given parameters of an assignment; this is a valid method 

to teach music composition (Wise & Davis, 2011). 

All the teachers in the Wise and Davis study had to rethink their methods of teaching 

music notation and composition in light of the digital technology they were using.  Their 

teaching methods became more student-centered rather than teacher-centered. They realized that 

the traditional methods of teaching music literacy did not match the musical realities in which 

their students lived.  The teachers believed that their confidence and competence with technology 

was centrally important to their success.  All the teachers in this study worked tirelessly to use 

technology to provide relevant music instruction that enhanced the student’s learning experience. 

They were willing to change their beliefs and methods of music education and develop a 

curriculum that served the needs of their students. 

Need for Further Study 

 From the literature review presented here, there needs to be more study of how to develop 

musical literacy through the use of technology.  But more importantly, there needs to be more 

study of the new musical literacies that computers, digital files and the Internet provide to the 

current generation of students.  Today’s students are the most literate generation with technology 

and the use of the Internet.  Killian (2011) coined the phrase that they are “digital natives” who 

have used social digital technologies and the skills to use their entire lives.  However, today’s 

students are some of the most musically illiterate because technology makes it easy for them to 

passively listen to music and not actively produce it.  Music educators should take the leap to use 

these digital technologies to their advantage in teaching music literacy in all its new forms.  The 

students would become more musically engaged and value the contribution teachers make in 

their lives (Killian, 2011). 
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Project Questions 

 Given the need for more study in these areas, this project is designed to investigate the 

following questions: 

1. What aspects of computers and digital technology enhance the music education of 
students? 
 

2. What methods of using recorded musical samples are valid methods of composition? 
 

3. What methods of assessment should be used in assigning a grade to student work that 

uses these new musical literacies? 

Project Methodology 

 This project attempted to find a partial solution in providing music education to serve the 

63% of students who do not enroll in music performance ensembles.  The tools used were pre-

assessment and post-assessment data that was collected on the 20 students who were taught the 

unit.  The unit then was taught and the observations of the teacher were documented.  The 

observations included student engagement, the time needed for the students to learn the concept 

of remixing, time to learn the skills to complete the musical projects, and the assessments of the 

quality of the student work produced.  Finally, the pre-assessment and post-assessment data was 

analyzed and summarized to see if the group of students conformed to the 63% who were not in 

traditional music ensembles. 

School Context 

 To give context for this project, information about the school setting and the student 

population is provided.  For the past six years, I have taught at a private school in South Florida.  

The school where I teach has 425 students from Kindergarten to 12th Grade.  There are 

approximately 125 elementary students, 100 middle school students, and 200 secondary students. 
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 The music program I have developed and taught are the traditional music classes of 

elementary classroom music, middle school band and choir and secondary school band and 

choir.  I also have taught a general music class for middle school students who do not succeed in 

the music performance classes.  I currently have approximately 25 elementary, 100 middle 

school and 65 high school students in my music program. 

 I have a dedicated music room that I use for both band and choir ensemble rehearsals.  It 

is also used for separate 5th and 6th grade music classes.  I have band instruments to 

accommodate a middle school band of 35 students and high school band of 25.  I have a grand 

piano, small audio system and a Promethean board for displaying and manipulating a laptop 

computer screen.  My school has a 40 station computer lab where the general computer classes 

are taught.  I used this computer lab currently to teach a Music Technology course.  All of the 

PCs have high-speed Internet connections and Windows 10 software.  For my Music Technology 

class, I have Audicity, MuseScore and Mixcraft software for my students to use for their music 

projects.  Finally, this computer lab is networked to my Windows music server in my music 

room. 

Student Characteristics 

The students who attend this school are racially diverse, come from mainly middle and 

lower class families and are equally mixed in their gender.  Since our school is affiliated with a 

church, our code of behavior is relatively strict including the requirement of school uniforms.  

The curriculum for all our classes is nationally and state-wide approved.  The students for this 

curriculum project came from about 200 secondary students.  Currently, I have 18 males and 2 

females in my Music Technology course. (n=20)  They are primarily Hispanic with only a few 

from other racial groups.   
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Overview of Unit 

 The unit for this curriculum project I taught was about remixing recorded music.  This is 

a popular musical process that most students think is new to the study of music.  While some of 

the techniques used to remix music are new, Laasko (2015) states that the repurposing of music 

is as old as music itself.  Western music history is full of examples where composers and 

performers took existing music and rearranged it for their own purposes.  Court musicians of the 

Baroque and Classical periods like Bach and Mozart often took their own musical pieces and 

rearranged them to fit the various occasions for which they needed.  As these two masters 

performed their music, they would add ornaments to their music to demonstrate their virtuosity.  

One of the most obvious musical forms of remixing is the theme and variation.  Composers, like 

Beethoven, became experts at taking a short theme of music and expanding it into numerous 

variations by changing shape of the melody or harmony of the accompanying chord structure.   

 Examining more current forms of music, Laasko (2015) points out that jazz musicians 

never play a song the same way twice.  Each take of the music adds or omits some melodic, 

rhythmic, or dynamic idea.  In addition, composers often used popular melodies in their 

compositions to create new works of music such as Puccini’s opera Madame Butterfly using 

“The Star Spangled Banner” as a melodic theme.  

 There are other art forms, besides music, that uses the concept of remixing.  There 

examples in literature where the book The Wonderful Wizard of Oz by L. Frank Baum is 

reworked into other art forms like films, Broadway musicals and novels.  Fashion is constantly 

remixing clothing combinations to create new trends that consumers must have.  Artwork is 

repainted or reformed into pieces of artwork according the vision and intentions of the new artist.  
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According to Laasko (2015), creativity in any art form not only encompasses new and original 

work but also the recombination of existing material into redesigned and refreshing work. 

 With the advent of recorded sound and consequently recorded music in the late 1800s, 

music remixing took on a new dimension.  Magnetic tape recording could be spliced together to 

create new versions or loops, vinyl records were recorded and recombined, and digital recordings  

could be easily edited into sounds and music that could not be created before.  In the last several 

decades, sampling of existing recorded music to create new music was used extensively by rap 

and hip hop artists, like Vanilla Ice.  Most consumers of this sampled music do not know or care 

where the original music comes from.  However, older musical artists began listening for their 

music that has been recombined by younger artists and are taking legal action to secure the rights 

to their musical creations (Laasko, 2015). 

The review of literature established what the term literacy means and narrows its focus on 

what musical literacy means.  Traditionally, musical literacy has meant the skill to read, write 

and the knowledge to understand musical notation.  For a complete concept, musical literacy 

should encompass all the methods and skills needed to create or recreate a significant musical 

work.  However, the recording of musical sound, the analog creation of musical sounds on a 

synthesizer and the digital sampling of musical sound, has changed the meaning of musical 

literacy.  Now, current popular music is created without physical instruments, musicians and 

traditional notation.  There is now a new set of skills and knowledge needed to work in this new 

musical environment.  To stay relevant and current with this generation of students, music 

educators should learn and then teach the skills like remixing so the young musicians they 

nurture can flourish in this new musical literacy. 
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I believe that this topic is very relevant and engaging to this generation of students.  With 

the reading and practical applications of the remixing project in this unit, the music student will 

realize that music is not a series of new creations, but most often a recreation of other musical 

material.  While they will enjoy recombining musical samples to create their own versions of 

music, they should acknowledge and honor the sources of their musical creations. 

Unit of Study 

In my Music Technology course, I am using a group study course entitled Music Tech 

101 published by Alfred Music.  This study course covers 12 relevant readings, quizzes and short 

term projects that cover most of the topics of the music technology field today.  In addition, each 

project includes an assessment tool to judge the results of the completed project. 

From this study course, I taught the subject of remixing to my Music Technology class.  

As stated previously, the students should have learned that music has been “remixed” or 

repurposed for centuries.  This generation has the opportunity to remix music with new digital 

instruments and software as no other generation has had.  With these new digital sounds, they 

can create music that goes well beyond the sounds traditional instruments can produce.  They 

also should have learned to use basic musical concepts of variation of melody, harmony, 

rhythms, dynamics and timbre so their music does sound too mechanical and sterile. 

To meet this challenge of using computers and electronic devices to create music, I 

taught my students to use computer software and locate Internet resources that allow them to 

create, modify and share digital music.  They also should have learned how to record their music 

and preserve their music in digital formats.  Creating music that has generally accepted musical 

form and incorporates variation to sustain interest is another student learning objective.  Finally, 

they should have developed a discerning musical ear to identify what techniques were used to 
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create digital music and a critical though process to know what constitutes creativity and value in 

the music to which they listen.  The full unit plan is found in Appendix A.  

Daily Lesson Plans 

The Music Technology class is scheduled in a morning block period that meets either two 

or three days a week.  This unit used five class periods of 80 minutes or 200 minutes of class 

time.  In my lesson plans, I provided class time for reading the material and discussing the 

important points of the topic.  I used a PowerPoint presentation and two YouTube videos to 

emphasize the important points of the remixing topic.  I then gave an assessment quiz on the 

reading and learning from the discussion and video.  Once reading material is understood, I 

introduced the Mixcraft software and how to use it to complete the projects. I then monitored, 

over several class periods, the students’ projects to see that they are using the principles learned 

about remixing.  Finally, when the projects were completed by the fourth class period, I used an 

assessment tool to evaluate the students on the application of new knowledge and skill outlined 

in the project.  The students were evaluated on adhering to the project timeline given and the use 

of software capabilities but never on their musical tastes or creativity.  In the fifth and final class, 

I asked for the students to share their music with their peers.  This could be a good opportunity 

for peer evaluations and their recommendation of which student’s work could be share to the 

entire student body or posted on social media. The complete daily lessons plans for the five 

classes are found in Appendix B. 

Observations During Teaching Unit 

 Ever since I took the Technology Assisted Music Learning course in the University of 

Florida Master’s program in the spring of 2014, I wanted to teach a music technology class to 

high school students. I inquired about teaching such a class at the beginning of last school year 
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but was told that I asked too late and the class schedule could not be changed. This school year I 

convinced my principal to hire a part-time music teacher and allow me to teach this music 

technology course.  I have found that teaching this course has been a joyful and rewarding 

experience.  Two of my passions are music and technology and teaching this course combines 

these subjects into one fulfilling, educational challenge.   

 I had some anxiety this summer on finding the right curriculum that would provide basic 

knowledge and practical application of music technology to my students.  Once I found the 

Music Technology 101 study guide, I knew I had a strong foundation and clear direction to teach 

this course proficiently. I really liked the brief readings on many music technology subjects and 

the well outlined projects that gave the students hands-on experience with the hardware, software 

and websites in the music production industry.  For teaching this course so far, I found Music 

Technology 101 a valuable resource and a springboard for other music technology projects that I 

plan to implement next semester.   

 To begin the unit of remixing, I asked the students some probing questions to see if they 

had any familiarity with remixing of music.  Almost all the students did know about remixing 

but were surprised that “remixing” of music was not new.  As they read the three-page reading 

assignment of remixing silently in class, the students began to understand more about the 

concept of remixing and how different musical artists implemented remixing at different points 

in music history. After the reading, we discussed some of the important points to reinforce the 

introduced concepts.  In the second class, I assessed the student’s learning by giving them a fill-

in-the-blank quiz about the reading.  I did allow them to use the reading to answer the questions.  

A debate of whether an open book quiz is an acceptable method of assessment is beyond the 

scope of this project. My objective is for the student to learn the material.  The open book 
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process forces them to review the reading in depth a second time with the goal to reinforce the 

first reading.  In this age of superficial reading of printed material, I submit that the second, 

closer review of the reading material through the assessment tool of an open book quiz promotes 

learning the concepts for later investigation and review.  

 The second and most important activity in this class was to assign a hands-on project that 

taught the practical application of the remixing concept.  To accomplish this goal, the students 

used the Mixcraft software package to create two, one minute songs in two different styles using 

recorded music samples. The music creation process of the project took the second and third 

class periods for the most of the students to complete two songs of the project.  

To begin, I reviewed the objective and assessment of the project and played for them a 

musical example that I created in the Mixcraft software.  Since the grouping of the musical loops 

make a visual representation of the musical composition, I created my example with an intro, A 

section, B section, repeated A section and an ending or outro (new jargon to me).  Each of the 

five sections of the song was 8 measures in length making about 40 measures of music or just 

over one minute of music.  I emphasized that their musical creation should follow this form.  I 

pointed out that most popular music is based on simple musical forms like this example. There is 

a section of the music that creates the hook or memorable section of the song and can it can be 

repeated several times.  There is also a section of contrast or variation with a return to a familiar 

section.  I thought that this was an exceptional way to teach musical form.  Some of the students 

incorporated this musical form right away while it took time for other students to grasp this 

musical concept.  Some students were so intent on creating “beats” or rhythmic patterns that it 

took time for them to incorporate instrumental tracks and find a groove that took the form of a 

section A.   
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 In line with educational goal of the teacher role being more of a mentor instead a lecturer, 

this type of music class allows the teacher to work with the students as they create music and 

teach them about musical forms and concepts during the learning process.  As the students 

worked on the projects, I would circulate around the computer lab and answer questions that 

arose from their work.  I was not an expert on the number of websites suggested or Digital Audio 

Workstation (DAW) software that was recommended in the study guide, so I had to do some 

quick learning.  At times, I had to say that I did not have an answer; that I would find out the 

answer and report back to them.  All of the students understood my plight and were grateful for 

the answers and guidance I was able to provide.  

 In the fourth and fifth classes, I began to play some of the musical creations by the 

students for the class.  Through this show and tell process, I was able to play good examples of 

musical form and creativity. On the Smartboard, I could show the students what good musical 

form looked and sounded like from their peers.  I was also able to find examples where the 

students did not follow good musical form and let the students hear how the music just 

meandered along without proper structure.  I liken this musical example to someone giving a 

speech using random sentences and topics that are disjointed and unrelated.  From these 

unsatisfactory examples, I was able to help the students to restructure their music so it met the 

goals of the assignment and sounded more unified and structured musically.  All the students 

appreciated the constructive feedback.  The revised first song and second song they created 

showed great improvement.  Many of the musical creation were enjoyable to listen to and were 

assessed with high scores.  The level of sophistication and creativity of the two songs from most 

of the students was commendable. 
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 Once the songs were placed on my music server by end of the fifth class, I began the 

process of assessing the songs the students created.  Before the project began, I created a rubric 

that specified the number of loops used, the time length of the songs, the use of effects like 

fading in and out, the creation and placement of the two files of Mixcraft and MP3, and the form 

with which the song was crafted.  I reviewed the rubric with the students as we reviewed the 

scope of the unit project in the second class period. I used this rubric to create a numeric score 

for each song and posted the grade in the school’s grading system.  I carefully chose to not assess 

the songs on the style or types of loops the students used to create their songs.  I considered these 

aspects of their songs to be subject to the student’s artistic choices.  Beauty and value of art is in 

the mind, ear, and eye of the creator. Music I enjoy and value will be different than the music 

that each student enjoys and values.  These artistic aspects of the music should not be assessed or 

judged by me or other music educators. Once the grades were posted, the students had access to 

the rubric to see how well they followed the guidelines of the unit project. 

As I prepare to hopefully teach this class next year, I will have more experience and 

examples to share with the students.  I have seen some real growth in the student’s musical 

knowledge and skill.  The students have responded extremely well to the class and tell me they 

look forward to this class each week. 

Assessment of Student Musical Background 

 To understand what musical background that the students have and the reasons they 

choose this music class, a pre-assessment questionnaire of the students was given, tabulated and 

analyzed.  The questionnaire data is discussed below and displayed with four tables based on the 

type of questions. 
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Musical Experience 

 I had hoped to offer this course to those who had little musical experience with the 

traditional music performance classes.  However, 80% of the students (n=20) had previous 

ensemble experience and 80% played some type of musical instrument.  The students were split 

evenly on whether they would sing for other people (Table 1).  If I teach this class next year, I 

will institute a policy where more students with less musical experience have the opportunity to 

take this course. 

Table 1 
 
Musical Experience	  

Question Responses Percentages 
   
Have you previously participated in a 
school music group? 

Yes = 16 
No = 4 

80.0% 
20.0% 
 

If yes, what type of group? Choir = 9 
Band = 6 
Orchestra = 1 
None = 4 

30.0% 
45.0% 
5.0% 
20.0% 
 

Have you previously played an 
instrument? 

Yes = 16 
No = 4 

80.0% 
20.0% 
 

If yes, what instrument? Piano = 7 
Guitar = 6 
Saxophone = 5 
Clarinet = 3 
Percussion = 3 
Viola = 1 

35.0% 
30.0% 
25.0% 
15.0% 
15.0% 
5.0% 
 

Do you sing for other people? Y = 10 
N = 10 

50.0% 
50.0% 

N=20.  Some percentages are calculated on total number of responses given not one 
response per student. 
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Notation and Compositional Experience 

Other findings of the pre-assessment were that 45% of the students claimed that they 

knew how to read and write standard music notation.  Since this type of music course does not 

require music reading and writing, the students, whether they know notation or not, will all start 

this class from the same position.  In addition, only 25% of the students had composed music 

before (Table 2).  This lack of experience in composing would be a new area of learning for 

these students.  This class is designed to provide an easy method to compose music while 

teaching the basic musical forms of popular music. 

Table 2  
 
Notation and Compositional Experience 

Question Response Percentages 
   
Do you know how to read and write 
music? 

Y = 9 
N = 11 

45.0% 
55.0% 
 

Have you previously composed music? Y = 5 
N = 15 

25.0% 
75.0% 
 

N=20.  

Choices in Music 

When asked about the student’s musical tastes, favorite artists, the devices used, and the 

sources for obtaining music, the findings pointed out some common musical profiles of teenagers 

today.  The percentages for these four questions were based on the number of most repeated 

responses to open-ended questions provided by the students.  The two styles of music cited by 

the majority of students were Rap and Hip-Hop, typical for this age group of today.  Christian 

music was cited as the third most popular music.  This popular response was due to the fact that 

most of the students are Christian and hear this music played at church, school and home. 
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Due to the majority of students that chose Rap or Hip-Hop as their favorite music, the 

most popular music artists were Drake followed by Future and The Weekend.  Christian music as 

a favorite was chosen by a small group of students. Again, the influence of a Christian school, 

church or home would make this a choice for this small group of students. 

When it comes to the devices they use, 95% of the students listen to music on their 

cellular phone.  Considering the penetration of the smartphone in American society, this 

response is in line with the use of smartphones today.  Finally, most students get their music 

from the Internet with service like YouTube, SoundCloud and Spotify (Table 3).  I believe that 

most of the students listen to the music on these services because they are free and easy to access 

from their phones. 
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Table 3  
 
Choices in Music 
 
Question Response Percentages 
   
Provide up to three styles of music you 
enjoy. 

Rap = 12 
Hip-Hop = 7 
Christian = 7 
R&B = 6 
Popular = 3 
Classical = 3 
Trap = 2 
Rock = 2 

60.0% 
35.0% 
35.0% 
30.0% 
15.0% 
15.0% 
10.0% 
10.0% 
 

Provide up to three musical artists that 
you listen to regularly. 

Drake = 10 
Future = 6 
The Weekend = 4 
Hillsong = 3 
Big Sean = 2 

50.0% 
30.0% 
20.0% 
15.0% 
10.0% 
 

Provide up to three devices do you use 
to listen to music. 

Phone = 19 
Computer = 15 
Radio = 6 
Tablet = 5 
MP3 Player = 5 
Xbox = 2 

95.0% 
75.0% 
30.0% 
25.0% 
25.0% 
10.0% 
 

Provide up to three sources where you 
get your music. 

YouTube = 14 
SoundCloud = 11 
Spotify = 7 
Pandora = 5 
iTunes = 2 
Spinrilla = 2 

70.0% 
55.0% 
35.0% 
25.0% 
10.0% 
10.0% 

N=20. Some percentages are calculated on total number of responses given not one 
response per student. 
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Reasons for Taking Class 

When asked about why they chose the Music Technology class, the majority of students 

wanted to learn how to create music, liked music in general and wanted to make their own 

music.  In line with the easy ability to share through social media, 85% of the students stated that 

they would be willing to share their new music with others.  Those students who did not want to 

share stated that they did not think they could create music that others would want to hear.  

Hopefully, the class will teach the students how to create music they would want to share. 

Finally, when asked what they hope to do with the knowledge they could gain in this 

class, 35% stated they wanted to make music on their own and 25% wanted to use their 

knowledge and skill in a future job (Table 4).  These students have some serious intentions with 

what they learned in this class.  The student objectives place an important responsibility to 

provide the knowledge and skills they can use in their future endeavors. 
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Table 4 
 
Reasons for Taking Class 
	  
Question Response Percentages 
   
Provide up to two reasons why you 
chose to take the Musical Technology 
class. 

Learn how = 8 
Like music = 7 
Make music  = 8 
Interesting = 3 
No other class = 3 
Easy class = 1 

40.0% 
40.0% 
35.0% 
15.0% 
15.0% 
5.0% 
 

Once you create music in this class, are 
you willing to share with other people? 

Y = 17 
N = 3 

85.0% 
15.0% 
 

In No, why? Not sound good = 3  
 
What do you hope to do with the 
knowledge and skill you learn from this 
class? 

 
Make music = 6 
Job in future = 5 
Share = 3 
Teach = 2 
Learn = 1 
Enjoy = 1 
Nothing = 1 

 
35.0% 
25.0% 
15.0% 
10.0% 
5.0% 
5.0% 
5.0% 
 

N=20. Some percentages are calculated on total number of responses given not one 
response per student. 

 
Assessment of Student Gain from Unit of Teaching 

In addition to the pre-assessment of the student’s musical background and choices, a 

post-assessment of what the students had gained from the unit on remixing was requested.  The 

students were asked to write about their experience in remixing recorded musical samples into 

their own musical compositions.   
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Here are some quotes from the students: 

“Firstly I would think about the type of song I would want to make. After that I would 

look for a nice kick or synth to start off the song. When that is done I play with the beat 

for a while until it is fixed to my liking. When I am done I play it back 4-8 times until I 

like it.” 

“The process was really constructive and the first steps that I did were finding the bass of 

my songs and making all the beats come together so it could sound good and follow the 

rules of the assessment.  First I got my base and worked with it until I felt like was done 

so I just added some details and submitted it.” 

“First, I looked for a genre to use for my song or beat. After I found my genre I started to 

look for an intro and a beat that I could use for the A section. Then I would keep the main 

outline and add one or two more instruments to make a B section. The intro was the 

easiest part to make because all I did was add a baseline. I tried to make the beat or song 

very interesting to listen to. I had a lot of fun making this music.” 

“Usually I dislike the labor of work assigned in school. Yet, when it comes to music 

technology I love working on the beats! I find working on these beats as fun activity 

rather than an assignment. Entering Mixcraft I worked hard to complete it. Every class I 

came determined to work and find the right sound. I used trial and error to make the right 

beats.  Next, I worked the beats around once committed to them to retrieve the right 

sound. The instrumental song was harder to put together than the beat but they were both 

fun to do and I enjoyed it.” 

“The process is quite different than using the other programs I use like FL studio. I didn’t 

enjoy the songs I made but I made the intro and groove as asked doubting its potential 
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and receiving garbage at the end. Since my mind was thinking more of a producer than a 

composer I got too worried about making it sound relevant to the other sounds in the 

track. Other students in the class didn’t worry about what goes with what they just put it 

in if it sounded good they kept it. Next time I’ll have a different mindset when I produce 

on Mixcraft.” 

“It was a basic process especially after the teacher broke it down for us. We had simple 

instructions to follow.  First I chose which genre I wanted and started to make a basic 

intro. After every repeated tune I added a new flare into the mix. I repeated this multiple 

times through the song, it was about 1 minute long. This was really fun.” 

“It took hard work and dedication through this process and we couldn't slack off and be 

lazy. Also it showed me music is more than what I thought it was” 

As demonstrated by the quotes, the students thoroughly enjoyed the creative process of 

making music by using digital samples.  Some were worried about the remixing process and 

whether they would create good music.  Once the process was explained and demonstrated, most 

students were completely absorbed in creating their music.  Many students stated that they 

enjoyed the creative process in the remixing unit than all the other units taught so far. 

Future Use of Class 

When the students were asked about the quality of the music they created, 80% rated 

their music with five or four points on a five point scale.  Most were very pleased with their 

music with 95% of the students willing to create more music like this on their own (Table 5).  

This is ample evidence about the value of this type of music class.  Most students that go through 

performance classes do not pick their instruments or sing in choirs after they graduate from high 

school.  A music technology class provides the software platforms and skills for students to 
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create music throughout their lives.  Is this not one of the main music education objectives that 

many music teachers struggle to achieve?  This type of music class may be used by students now 

and forgotten in their future lives.  However, it is another educational opportunity to teach 

students not in the traditional music ensembles to appreciate and create music for themselves and 

share it with others.  

Table 5 
 
Future use of Class 
	  
Question Response Percentages 
 
Rate the quality of the songs created in 
this unit. (5 bring the highest) 

 
5 = 6 
4 = 11 
3 = 3 
2 = 0 
1 = 1 

 
30.0% 
50.0% 
15.0% 
0.0% 
5.0% 
 

After creating these two songs, are you 
planning to create more songs on your 
own? 
 

Yes = 19 
No = 1 

95.0% 
  5.0% 

If No, why? 
 

Not have time  

Do you plan to use the knowledge and 
skill you have learned in a future  
career? 

Yes = 7 
Maybe = 10 
No = 3 

35.0% 
50.0% 
15.0% 
 

N=20   
   

Reflections on Teaching Unit 

 As I look back on the teaching of this unit, I see some teaching aspects I performed well 

and some aspects that I need to improve upon.  The pace of the daily lessons in this unit was on 

target and provided the time the students needed to learn the remixing concept.  The pace also 

provided adequate time for the student to create the music for the assigned unit project and share 

their music with their classmates.   
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The content of the unit was very relevant and engaging to this generation of students.  

Most of the music they listen to and media they see is a product of remixing.  This topic creates 

natural discussion about the music and media they consume. One of the discussions in this class 

covered what forms of remixing is truly art or not.  In the reading, Andy Warhol’s “Campbell 

Soup” art piece was displayed.  Most students thought that this art piece was not art but just 

simple replication of one simple object.  Other students saw it as unique and valuable.  This type 

of discussion develops the critical thinking skills in which educators want their students to 

engage. There are many other art forms in literature, fashion, movies and theater that can be 

discussed with critical thinking associated with the topic of remixing. 

The aspect that I could improve upon is teaching musical form more precisely.  I created 

a visual aid that showed the musical form I wanted them to follow: an intro, A, B, A and outro. 

There were some students that observed and incorporated this form into their songs.  Other 

students simply ignored the musical form and created songs that lacked structure and focus.  

Besides learning to use Digital Audio Workstation (DAW) software, this unit creates a great 

opportunity for teaching musical form.  I will change my teaching approach to this unit by 

reviewing the first song of all the students for proper musical form before the students could 

continue to the second song.  As a trained musician, I took for granted that the students had an 

idea of good musical form when most of the students did not.  As stated before, most students 

used the proper form and created some good music.  Other students created music that was 

unstructured and may have missed out on how to create and modify their music so it had more 

musical focus and entertainment value.   

I also was not clear enough on the process of saving their songs when they were created. 

The students were instructed to save the Mixcraft project file and create a MP3 file of their 
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music. Most students saved the Mixcraft and MP3 files properly.  I wanted to see the Mixcraft 

file because of the visual imagery it provides of the musical form and of the loops used in the 

student’s music. They were to create the MP3 so they would have a commonly used recording 

file of their work to share.  So students only saved the MP3 file and not the Mixcraft file.  Once 

the Mixcraft file is not saved, the music cannot be recreated from the MP3 and the possibility of 

modifying the student’s music becomes impossible.  Again I need to take time at the end of the 

first song as a checkpoint to see how the students are learning the use of the software and 

implementing the musical form desired.   

Conclusion 

 The main purpose of this project was to address the research questions raised by the 

review of literature and to see if the data and observations collected provided complete or partial 

answers.  The questions are restated and will be addressed individually. 

What aspects of using computers and digital technology enhance the music education of 

students?    

 From the discussion and the examples of this project, there are certain aspects of using 

computers and digital technology that enhance music education.  This generation of students is 

digitally literate and very comfortable using digital technology for learning.  Older methods of 

pen and paper and one dimensional media of sound for teaching musical notation or music 

appreciation may not captivate the attention of this generation of students.  As they live in a 

multimedia environment, music educators should find valid methods to use digital technology 

for music education.   

 As one of the students stated, “It took hard work and dedication through this process and 

we couldn't slack off and be lazy. Also it showed me music is more than what I thought it was.”  
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This type of comment easily illustrates that increasing value of this type of music class.  The 

students were engaged in making music and gained new insights into the creation and production 

of music.  This engagement of the students would be envied in any other music education class.  

 Music educators should become FAT (Fluent in Art Technology) so they are comfortable 

using digital technology in their classroom (Gouzouasis, 2005).  They should work on 

transforming their classrooms into spaces with hardware and software platforms and Internet 

connectivity that assist their students in exploring and creating music with these tools (Wise & 

Davis, 2011). 

There are websites like Google Search and YouTube, streaming services like Pandora, 

computer software for tablets and computers for musical notation and composition that can be 

incorporated to teach music to this generation.  Are all digital technology platforms a viable 

method of teaching music? No. Some will be effective, some will not.  In this project, the 

application and art of musical composition and form can easily be taught to students with varied 

levels of musical training through the Digital Audio Workstation software like Mixcraft.  

Educators should to continue to seek and evaluate various digital technologies that can be 

effective in the music classroom.  There are many choices and variations that it is hard to choose 

the most effective options.  By networking with other music educators and reading peer reviewed 

journals that discuss the best options, music educators can and will become successful in 

teaching music to these “digital natives.” 

What methods of using recorded musical samples are valid methods of composition?   

 I once thought that using music samples was an invalid method to teach music 

composition. If you did not know how to read or write standard musical notation, how could you 

compose legitimate music? However, learning that the majority of commercial music is created 
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in this manner and teaching this unit on remixing has changed my perspective.  As I observed in 

this class, creating good sounding music with music samples totally engages the students.  Once 

they created their first song, this method of composition allows the teaching of broader concepts 

of musical form and the techniques that many composers, both classical and contemporary, use 

to catch and hold the listener’s attention.  As the students create more songs, they will began to 

incorporate good musical form and want to know more about the art and practice of musical 

composition. 

From this interest in composition, the teacher can then use the MIDI piano roll 

incorporated in most DAW software to teach basic keyboard and notation skills. As the students 

increase their musical knowledge and skill in composition, they can develop a need to know 

more about musical notation.  They can develop an understanding for learning how to read and 

write music and to use the language of music more fully to communicate their music to their 

listeners. 

Another natural progression for this interest in music composition is that the student 

should realize that someone created the musical samples they use to create their music.  This 

would be the time to show the student how to create their own samples and import them into the 

DAW software.  The desire to create their own samples may inspire them to pick an instrument 

they once learned or possibly learn an instrument they have not tried.  In the final analysis, once 

the students are motivated to create their own music, the musical knowledge and skills they will 

want to learn to create their music will lead them down paths of musical learning while 

developing the intrinsic motivation to do so.  Self-motivated learning is one of the best forms of 

education. 
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What methods of assessment should be used in assigning a grade to student work that uses 

these new musical literacies? 

 As I outlined in teaching my unit on remixing, the student should be assessed on how 

well they followed the parameters of the assignment and not on the style or the samples they 

used to create their music.  The students need to be free to create the music they hear and can 

assemble with the samples at their disposal.  Some of the great music created in music history 

has been created by composers who follow the sounds they hear in their minds, not what their 

teachers or the public expected them to create.   

As documented earlier in this project, the multimedia environment this generation of 

students lives in is a combination of text and images, is shared with others and is shared both 

locally and globally (Leander & Lewis, 2008).  In this multimedia environment, the music that 

the students create will be shared and assessed by their social circle and others across the globe 

through Internet connectivity.  The goal of the music educator should be to teach the students to 

use the knowledge and skills they gained effectively and guide them on the musical form that 

would be appreciated by a wider audience.  The assessment of their music and creativity will be 

provided by the broader circle of friends and other interested parties.  From the positive or 

negative response they receive, the students will learn if their music is appreciated and valued.  

How they adjust their music to please their listeners is entirely in their hands. 

As in every era of human history, knowledge increases and new methods develop.  Each 

generation is faced with new technologies that require new knowledge and skills.  This 

generation of students faces a world of rapidly expanding knowledge and complex technologies 

that no other generation has faced.  In their art form, music educators should explore and harness 

new technological methods of teaching music composition and notation to their students.  They 
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should provide a basis of knowledge and skill that will assist the students in presenting their 

music to their peers and to society. 
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